
Mill Hill Primary School 

Y3 History Knowledge Organiser—Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age 

Overview: This topic will focus on how people lived in The Stone Age which, was when early humans 

used tools from stone—this is also known as pre-history. We will then move to investigate how they 

began to farm the land and progress to living in small groups, living and working together. 

Skills that you as a good historians will have are: describing– what life was like;  ask questions and find 

out the answers about the Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages; explain how Britain changed; study artefacts and 

explain their use. 

Local  and national links:  Stonehenge is a famous prehistoric monument in 

southern England, built at the end of the Stone Age and into the Bronze Age. Origi-

nally, it was just an earthwork and up to 150 people were buried there. The huge 

stones that we see were added in different stages. Some were brought from 240 

miles away in Wales. Skara Brae, in the Orkney Isles was discovered after a storm 

in AD 1850 removed the earth that had been covering it. It is a village of eight 

houses, linked by covered passageways. Not all of the houses were built at the 

same time. The later ones are slightly bigger but they have very similar features, 

such as a central fire pit and stone shelves. The village tells us a lot about life in the 

late Stone Age, including what people ate and what sort of tools they used. Star 

Carr, in Yorkshire is one of the most famous and important prehistoric sites in Eu-

rope. Dating from the early Mesolithic period, over 10,000 years ago, the site has 

produced a unique range of artefacts and settlement evidence.  

Key Vocabulary Definition 

archaeologist  someone who studies the past by exploring old remains  

artefact  an object from the past that shows evidence of what life was like  

bronze  copper and tin are melted together to make a metal called bronze.  

Celt A modern term for the people living in Europe during the Iron Age. The ‘Celts’ were made up of 

many different tribes. The word ‘Celt’ comes from a Greek word.  

coprolite Fossilised faeces . 

flint  a piece of stone used in fire-starting and as a tool  

hillfort  settlements built on hills to provide more protection  

Hunter gatherer People who hunt and kill for food or gather and search (forage) for food  

invasion  to try and take over a place by force  

iron A metal that is stronger and hard than bronze 

Mesolithic  Middle Stone Age  

Neanderthal  an early species of human being, now extinct  

Neolithic  New Stone Age  

Palaeolithic  Old or ‘ancient’ Stone Age.  

settler/ settlement  people who migrate to a new place. When people start a community, this is a settle-

ment  

 


